Accounting Advisory Services
Operational and effective
solutions, tailored to your needs

Audit. Finance. Consulting. Corporate Finance.

Support for the accounting and
finance department
Your need
You are faced with a specific problem that needs to be resolved as soon
as possible, such as the unforeseen absence of an employee, a specific
skillset requirement, or an internal control system that is no longer
compatible with your current organisation.
•Y
 our chief accountant or financial officer is
temporarily absent.

• T he roll‑out of a new information system has caused
malfunctions which prevent you from validating
certain accounts. A situation analysis should be
performed in order to resolve the anomalies but you
do not have sufficient competencies in‑house.

•Y
 our accounting team has built up a significant
backlog in the processing of accounting transactions
and the situation must be resolved as soon as possible.
•Y
 our internal control system has not developed at
the same pace as your organisation and internal
processes are not harmonised.

Our solutions
• Short or medium‑term secondment of qualified experts available upon short notice.
• Guaranteed seamless management of the accounting and finance department.
• Delivery of an “à la carte” service, flexible over time.
• Application of analytical techniques and implementation of tools designed for the efficient resolution
of detected anomalies.
• Recommendations in order to support your performance.
• Drafting of procedure manuals.
• Roll‑out of an internal control system.

The benefits
Optimal
identification
and resolution of
your problems

Assistance with
the implementation
of operating
procedures
Rapid
intervention and
integration within
your team

Improved
task allocation
and prioritisation to
reduce work overload
and promote
efficiency

A flexible
services offering
adapted to the
specifics of your
requirements

Leveraging
our expertise
and analytical
capabilities to
your team

Accounting and financial advisory
services
Your need
Your accounting department is undergoing significant organisational
transformation (change in accounting standards, complex transactions,
structural modification). You are looking for appropriate advice to assist
you with the implementation of this new operating environment.
•Y
 our group’s organisational structure is changing
(demerger, merger, business transfer).

•Y
 ou wish to assess the impact of a change in
accounting standards on your organisation.

• You wish to reduce financial reporting lead times.

• F aced with constantly changing accounting
standards, you must maintain the quality of
your financial statements and reporting.

•Y
 ou need advice regarding the selection of
accounting and management software.

Our solutions
• Drafting of a structured approach tailored to your new organisation and preparation of accounting
journal entries for complex transactions.
• Specialised expertise in the relevant accounting standard, benefiting from proven experience in the
monitoring and management of accounting standard transition projects.
• Proposed training adapted to your organisation and its issues (IFRS, IPSAS, Swiss GAAP ARR, new
accounting law).

The benefits
Consulting and
proven expertise
to guide you in
your approach

Access to new
know‑how and
specific training
Secure
implementation
of optimised
accounting
processes

Organisational
change management

Financial and reporting performance
Your need
Due to new legislative requirements for shareholders and management,
efficient organisational processes are required to produce quality
financial reporting within increasingly tight lead times.
•Y
 ou wish to enhance the organisation of financial
reporting in order to have reliable information within
a shorter timeframe.
•Y
 ou need the relevant indicators to conduct a precise
situation analysis and help you choose solutions that
can satisfy your operational requirements.

•Y
 ou wish to carry out an in‑depth risk assessment
and strengthen your processes.
•Y
 ou wish to determine the financial reporting impacts
of a major change in the organisation ahead of
reporting calendar.

Our solutions
• Assistance with the development and/or implementation of reporting tools.
• Training of accounting and finance personnel.
• Drafting of appropriate budgetary procedures.
• Design of key performance indicators.
• Risk assessment in coordination with your teams.
• Internal audit programmes, tests and presentation of results.

The benefits
Optimised
and harmonised
changes to
the accounting
organisation and
systems

Custom‑defined
and configured
reporting

Reliability
and performance
of rolled‑out
financial tools

Efficiency and
compliance within
allotted deadlines

Consolidation
Your need
Your Group’s structure involves consolidated financial reporting. It is
your wish that the organisation of your consolidation process satisfies
your internal objectives and obligations, while easily adapting to
your development.
•Y
 ou have to prepare consolidated accounts but lack
relevant previous experience.

•Y
 ou have to reduce production lead times while
ensuring the quality of the information presented.

•Y
 ou are a parent company and have noted problems
with the quality of the reporting packages submitted
by your subsidiaries.

•Y
 our complex issues must be managed with a level
of knowledge and a technical expertise that are not
available internally.

•Y
 ou wish to prepare documentation and procedures
that are in line with best practice to ensure the
reliability and optimisation of your consolidation
process.

•Y
 ou measure the importance of access to technical
training and remain attentive to changes in applicable
regulations.

Our solutions
• Assistance with the harmonisation of procedures and the set‑up of detailed charts of accounts.
• Support with the strategy to improve data reliability and reduce lead times.
• Advice on the choice of uniform accounting tools designed to centralise and automate coordination of
financial data (consolidation software).
• Specific technical training.

The benefits
Organisational
quality and
compliance with
deadlines

Data transparency
and reliability

Unified and
harmonised
consolidation
process

Specific technical
and regulatory
expertise

Accounting Advisory Services
Operational and pragmatic, our experts are committed to being at your side to assist you
with your challenges.

Our strengths
Diversity and
complementarity

Proximity

Expertise

Pragmatism,  
efficiency and
compliance with
deadlines

Availability

Adaptability
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